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We present easily verifiable conditions, under which a graph G contains non- 
empty vertex-disjoint induced subgraphs Gr, G, such that G is perfect if and only if 
G1 and G2 are. This decomposition is defined in terms of the induced subgraphs of 
G that are isomorphic to the chordless path with four vertices. 0 1985 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
1. THE MAIN RESULT 
Claude Berge proposed to call a graph perfect if, for each of its induced 
subgraphs F, the chromatic number of F equals the largest number of 
pairwise adjacent vertices in F. No polynomial-time algorithm for recogniz- 
ing perfect graphs is known. It is conceivable that such an algorithm would 
rely on decompositions of all perfect graphs into some “primitive” perfect 
graphs recognizable in a polynomial time. 
One of us conjectured [ 1 ] and Bruce Reed proved [6] that perfection of 
a graph G depends only on a certain hypergraph H derived from G, called 
the P,-structure of G. Vertices of H are vertices of G; edges of H are the sets 
of four vertices that induce a P, (the chordless path with four vertices and 
three edges) in G. This result suggests that “natural” decompositions of 
perfect graphs and “natural” classes of perfect graphs are definable in terms 
of the P,-structure only, with no reference to other properties of the graph. 
The purpose of this paper is to present one such decomposition; another 
one is presented in a companion paper [ 31. 
THEOREM 1. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured red and white in 
such a way that each induced P, in G has an even number of vertices of each 
colour. Then G is perfect $ and only if each of its two subgraphs induced by 
all the vertices of the same colour is perfect. 
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This theorem reduces the task of testing perfection of G into the task of 
testing perfection of two nonempty vertex-disjoint induced subgraphs of G 
as soon as the vertices of G can be coloured red and white in such a way 
that 
(i) each induced P4 in G has an even number of vertices of each 
colour, 
(ii) each of the two colours appears on at least one vertex of G. 
Not every perfect graph can be coloured in this way: for example, see any 
of the three graphs in Fig. 1. Graphs that do admit two-colourings with 
properties (i) and (ii) are recognizable in a polynomial time: when “v is 
red” and “v is white” are represented by “x, = 1” and “x, = 0,” respectively, 
condition (i) assumes the form of a (small) system of linear congruences 
modulo two. Now we only need find out if this system, with X, set at zero 
for an arbitrary but fixed vertex w, has a nonzero solution; this can be 
done routinely by Gaussian elimination. 
Incidentally, note that this decomposition breaks down every bipartite 
graph first into two edgeless graphs and then recursively into one-point 
graphs. Hence there is no need to include bipartite graphs in the class of 
“primitive” perfect graphs as long as the decomposition presented in 
Theorem 1 is on the list. 
Bruce Reed conjectured that a graph G is minimal imperfect only if a 
certain graph W derived from G is connected. Vertices of W are vertices of 
G, and edges of W are “wings of P4’s” in G: vertices a and b are adjacent in 
W if G contains a P4 with vertices a, b, c, d and edges ab, bc, cd. Stephan 
Olariu pointed out that this conjecture follows instantly from our theorem: 
if W is disconnected then its vertices can be coloured red and white in such 
a way that the two endpoints of each edge of W have the same colour, and 
that each of the two colours appears on at least one vertex. But then (i) 
and (ii) hold, and Theorem 1 guarantees that G is not minimal imperfect. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Our proof of Theorem 1 relies on several previously known results con- 
cerning perfect graphs. Clearly, every chordless cycle whose length is odd 
FIGURE 1 
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and at least five is minimal imperfect, and so is its complement; the Strong 
Perfect Graph Conjecture of Claude Berge asserts that there are no other 
minimal imperfect graphs. We propose to call a graph Berge if none of its 
induced subgraphs is isomorphic to a chordless cycle of length odd and at 
least five or to the complement of such a cycle: in this terminology, every 
perfect graph is trivially Berge, and the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture 
asserts that every Berge graph is perfect. To simulate interests in perfect 
graphs, Berge also publicized the weaker conjecture that 
G is perfect if and only if its complement G is perfect; (1) 
this conjecture was eventually proved by Lovasz [4] and became known as 
the Perfect Graph Theorem. 
A claw is the graph with vertices w, X, y, z and edges wx, WY, wz; a graph 
is called claw-free if none of its induced subgraphs is a claw. Parthasarathy 
and Ravindra [S] proved the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture for claw- 
free graphs: 
every claw-free Berge graph is perfect. (2) 
A set Q of vertices in a graph with n vertices will be called homogeneous if 
2 6 1 Q 1 <n - 1 and if every vertex outside Q is adjacent either to all the 
vertices in Q or to none of them. Lovasz [4] proved that 
no minimal imperfect graph contains a homogeneous set. (3) 
A clique-cutset in a graph G is a set C of pairwise adjacent vertices such 
that G-C is disconnected; it is easy to show that 
no minimal imperfect graph contains a clique-cutset. (4) 
By N(U), with N mnemonic for “neighbourhood,” we shall mean the set of 
all the vertices adjacent to D. Note that 
no minimal imperfect graph contains vertices u and w  with 
N(v)E {w} u N(w): (5) 
by (l), we may assume that v and w  are nonadjacent, in which case the 
conclusion is trivial. 
By virtue of (1 ), (2), (3), (4), (5), validity of Theorem 1 is guaranteed by 
the following result: 
x THEOREM 2. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured red and white in 
such a way that each induced P4 in G has an even number of vertices of each 
colour, and that each of the two colours appears on at least one vertex of G. 
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Then 
(i) G or G is a claw-free Berge graph, or 
(ii) Gore contains a homogeneous set, or 
(iii) GorG contains a clique-cutset, or 
(iv) Gore contains vertices v and w with N(v) 5 {w} v N(w). 
A star-cutset in a graph G is a nonempty set C of vertices such that some 
vertex in C is adjacent to all the remaining vertices in C, and such that G-C 
is disconnected. If G has at least three vertices then any of properties (ii), 
(iii), (iv) of Theorem 2 implies that G or G has a star-cutset; hence 
Theorem 2 implies the following fact. 
COROLLARY. If G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2 then G or G is a 
claw-free Berge graph, or else G or G has a star-cutset. 
Since no minimal imperfect graph has a star-cutset [2], this corollary is 
strong enough to imply Theorem 1. 
One graph that satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is the graph G 
obtained from four disjoint complete graphs on vertices ai, bi, Ci, di, ei, fi 
(i = 1,2, 3,4) by adding edges 
for all i = 1,2,3,4 (with subscript 5 interpreted as 1); neither G nor G has 
a star-cutset. 
We shall prove Theorem 2 by proving the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured red and white in such 
a way that each induced P4 in G has two vertices of each colour. Then G has 
at least one of properties (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) in Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 2. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured red and white in such 
a way that the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied and that all four vertices 
of some induced P4 in G have the same colour. Then G has at least one of 
properties (ii), (iv) in Theorem 2. 
One graph that satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 is the graph obtained 
from disjoint copies G1, GZ, G3, G4 of the graph Gi shown in Fig. 2 by 
joining, for each i= 1,2,3, each of the vertices ai, bi, Ci, di to each of the 
vertices ai+l, bi+l, ci+l, di+l. This graph G has none of the properties (i), 
(ii), (iii) in Theorem 2. 
One graph that satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2 is the graph obtained 
from the graph shown in Fig. 3 by joining each vertex labelled R, or IV1 to 
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bi 
FIGURE 2 
both vertices labelled Rc, and joining each vertex labelled W2 to all the 
vertices labelled R, or R,. This graph G has none of the properties (i), (ii), 
(iii) in Theorem 2. 
We shall derive Lemma 2 from a statement involving the following 
notion, suggested to us by Minoru Ishii: an alignment in a graph is a 
sequence Q 1, Q2,..., Qk of sets of vertices such that each Qi induces a P4, 
and each Qi with i >/ 2 has precisely one vertex outside Ql u Q2 u . . . u Qi- 1. 
The alignment is called fd is each vertex of the graph belongs to at least 
one Qi. 
LEMMA 3. If some alignment in a graph G does not extend to a full 
alignment then G has at least one of properties (ii), (iv) in Theorem 2. 
To derive Lemma 2 from Lemma 3, denote the set of vertices of the 
monochromatic P4 by Ql and consider an arbitrary alignment 
Q,, Q2,..., Qk that extends the alignment Q, . An easy induction on i shows 
that all four vertices in Qi must have the colour of Q, ; since each of the 
two colours appears on at least one vertex of G, the alignment 
Q,, Q2 ,..., Qk cannot be full. 
Now we only need prove Lemma 1 and Lemma 3. 
3. THE PROOFS 
Throughout this section, we let E stand for the set of edges of G. 
Proof of Lemma 1. As usual, a clique means any set of pairwise 
FIGURE 3 
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adjacent vertices. We shall often rely on the following theorem of Seinsche 
PI: 
if G includes no induced P4 then G or G is disconnected. 
Let G satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma; let R and W stand for the sub- 
graphs of G induced by all the red vertices and all the white vertices, 
respectively. Given any two disjoint sets S and T of vertices in G, we shall 
partition S into three subsets as follows: 
uGm if u E S and uu 4 E whenever u E T, 
24 (5 S,(T) if u E S and uv E E whenever u E T, 
UE w? if ueS and u$S,(T)uS,(T). 
We shall often rely on the following observation, 
ponent A or R and any component B of w: 
applying to any com- 
N(z) c A u B whenever z E A 1 (B) u B, (A). (6) 
By symmetry, we only need prove (6) with z E A 1 (B). Note that B includes 
adjacent vertices X, y such that xz E E, yz 4 E. If z had a neighbour w  out- 
side A u B then trivially w  E W-B; but then wzxy would be a badly coloured 
p4* 
The remainder of our proof amounts to a case analysis in the guise of an 
algorithm. During the execution of this algorithm, G may be replaced by its 
complement; note that both the hypothesis and the conclusion of the 
lemma are invariant under this transformation. 
0. If W is connected then replace G by its complement. (By Seinsche’s 
theorem, the complement of W is disconnected.) 
1. Now W is disconnected. If no two vertices of W are adjacent and no 
two vertices of R are adjacent then stop: G is bipartite, and so G is claw- 
free. If no two vertices of W are adjacent and R is connected then stop: W 
is a clique cutset in the complement of G (by Seinsche’s theorem, the com- 
plement of R is disconnected). If no two vertices of W are adjacent, some 
two vertices of R are adjacent, and R is disconnected, then switch colours. 
2. Now W is disconnected and it has a component B with 1 B 1 2 2. If B is 
a homogeneous set then stop; else there are vertices r, s, t such that r E R, s, 
t E B and KS E E, rt 4 E. Let A be the component of R that contains r. If 
1 A 1 = 1 then stop: in this case, G is disconnected or else N(r) c N(w) for 
some w  in R. [To see this, let R* stand for the set of all the vertices in R 
that have at least one neighbour in B. If some w  in R is adjacent to all the 
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vertices in B then (6) guarantees that N(r) E iV( w); else (6) guarantees that 
there is no edge xy with XER*uB, y#R*uB.] If IAl 22 then 
goto3incaseA=A,(B), 
goto4incaseA,(B)#0,A1(B)#0,A,(B)=0, 
go to 8 in case A, (B) # (21, A,(B) # 0. 
[Since r E A i (B), all the eventualities are covered.] 
3. Now there are a component A of R and a component B of W such that 
] A 1 2 2 and A = Al (B); furthermore, W is disconnected. 
If B1 (A) = 0 then stop: (6) implies that A is a homogeneous set. If 
B, (A) # @ and B,(A) # 0 then switch colours and go to 8. 
Now we have B1 (A) # @ and B2 (A) = 0. If B,(A) # 0 and R is discon- 
nected then switch colours and go to 4; else stop: (6) implies that there are 
no edges xy with x E A u B, y 4 A u B, and so G is disconnected. 
4. Now there are a component A of R and a component B of W such that 
A,(B) # 0, Al (B) # 0 and A,(B) = 0; furthermore, W is disconnected. 
If A is not a clique then go to 7; if A is a clique then proceed as follows. 
If R is connected or B = B, (A) then stop: by (6), A is a clique cutset. If R 
is disconnected and B # B1 (A) then note that B,(A) = 0, B1 (A) # 0 and 
B,(A) # 0; if B is not a clique then switch colours and go to 7. 
5. Now there are a component A of R and a component B of W such that 
A is a clique, A I (B) # 0, A2 (B) = @ and B is a clique, B, (A) # 0, 
B,(A) = 0; furthermore, W is disconnected. 
Extend the subgraph of G induced by A u B into a maximal connected 
induced subgraph H of G such that every component A* of Hn R and 
every component B* of H n W have the following properties: 
(a) A* is a clique and a component of R, 
(b) B* is a clique and a component of W, 
(c) A,*(B*) = fzI and B,*(A*)= 0. 
If H = G then go to 6; if G is disconnected then stop; else find an edge xy 
such that x 4 H, y E H. We may assume (by switching colours if necessary) 
that x E R-H and y E Wn H. 
Let 2 be the component of R that contains x and let B be the com- 
ponent of W that contains y. By (a), we have 2 n H = 0; by (b), we have 
B c H. We claim that 
A,(B*) = 0 for every component B* of H n W: (7) 
since H is connected, there is a component A* of Hn R such that 
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B$(A”) #B*. By (c), we have B,*(A*)#@; now (6) implies that 
N(z) n 2 = 0 whenever z E B&4*); it follows that &(B*) = 0. 
If I= &(B*) for some component B* of H n W then stop: (6) implies 
N(z) c a u B* whenever z E 2, and so B* is a clique cutset. If 2 = d,(B*) 
for no component B* of Hn W then go to 7. [In this case, we have 
B;(a) = @ for each component B* of H n W: else we would have 
&(B*) = 0, and so aI( by virtue of (7), contradicting the 
assumption. But then maximality of H implies that 2 is not a clique; in 
addition, we have A,(8) = 0, J,(B) # 0, and A,(B) # 2.1 
6. Now every component of R is a clique and every component of W is a 
clique; furthermore, A*(B) = @ and B,(A) = 0 for every component A of R 
and every component B of W. 
Stop: G is claw-free Berge. (G is claw-free since (6) guarantees that each 
N(z) is covered by two cliques; G is Berge simply because it satisfies the 
hypothesis of the lemma.) 
7. Now there are a component A of R and a component B of W such that 
A,(B) # 0, A ,(B) # 0 and A,(B) = 0; furthermore, W is disconnected and 
A is not a clique. 
We shall distinguish among three cases. 
Case 7.1. Some u in A,(B) is nonadjacent to some u in A i(B). 
Replace G by its complement and go to 8: we claim that u has no 
neighbours in W. To justify this claim, note first that the shortest path from 
u to v in A has precisely three vertices, for otherwise A would contain a 
(badly coloured) P4. Next, note that the midpoint x of this path must be in 
A i(B): if it were in A,(B) then there would be a badly coloured P4 con- 
sisting of u, X, v, and a vertex in N(v) n B. Finally, if u had a neighbour z in 
W-B then zuxv would be a badly coloured P4 by virtue of (6). 
Case 7.2. Every vertex in A,(B) is adjacent to every vertex in A 1(B), 
but A,(B) is not a clique. 
In this case, consider the subgraph of G induced by A,(B); the com- 
plement of this graph has a component H with at least two vertices. Stop: 
we claim that H is a homogeneous set. To justify this claim, assume the 
contrary. Now there are vertices X, y, z with X, y E H, xz E E, yz $ E. 
Trivially, z E W-B; but then (6) implies that yvxz is a badly coloured P, 
whenever v E A 1(B). 
Case 7.3. Every vertex in A,(B) is adjacent to every vertex in A i( B), 
but A,(B) is not a clique. 
In this case, consider the subgraph of G induced by A 1(B); the com- 
plement of this graph has a component H with at least two vertices. Stop: 
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we claim that H is a homogeneous set. To justify this claim, assume the 
contrary. Now there are vertices x, y, z with X, y E H, z 4 H, xz E E, yz $ E 
and xy $ E. By (6), we have z E B; but then yuxz is a badly coloured P4 
whenever u E A 0( B). 
8. Now there are a component A of R and a component B of W such that 
A,(B) # 01, A,(B) + 0. 
Again, we shall distinguish among three cases. 
Case 8.1. Some vertex w  in A,(B) is not adjacent to all the vertices in 
A,(B). 
In this case, let us first show that 
no vertex in A 1(B) - N(w) has a neighbour in A,(B). (8) 
Assuming the contrary, we find vertices u, ZJ such that tt E A i(B) - N(w) and 
u E A,(B) n N(u). Next, we find adjacent vertices X, y in B such that 
x E N(V) and y $ N(U). Finally, if uw $ E then uwxw is a badly coloured P4; 
if uw E E then vuwy is a badly coloured P4. 
Next, let us show that 
N(u)~A,(B)EN(w) whenever veAI(B)-N(w). (9) 
Assuming the contrary, we find a vertex z in N(u) A A,(B) such that 
z $ N(w); but then uzyw is a badly coloured P, whenever y E B - N(u). 
If no two vertices in A,(B) - N(u) are adjacent then stop: (6), (8), (9) 
imply that N(u) z N(w) whenever u E A,(B) - N(w). Otherwise, the sub- 
graph of G induced by A,(B) - N(w) has a component H with at least two 
vertices; stop: we claim that H is a homogeneous set. To justify this claim, 
assume the contrary. Now there are vertices X, y, z such that X, y E H, 
z# H, XZEE, yz# E and xy~E. Trivially, z# R-A; by (6), we have 
z $ W - B; by (8), we have z $ A,(B). Furthermore, z 4 A 1(B), for 
otherwise z E A 1(B) n N(w), and so wzxy is a badly coloured P4. Thus, we 
may assume z E B u A,(B); now (9) with u = x implies z E N(w); but then 
again wzxy is a badly coloured P4. 
Case 8.2. Every vertex in A,(B) is adjacent to every vertex in A,(B), 
and A,(B) is not a clique. 
In this case, consider the subgraph of G induced by A,(B); the com- 
plement of this graph has a component H with at least two vertices. Stop: 
we claim that H is a homogeneous set. To justify this claim, assume the 
contrary. Now there are vertices X, y, z such that X, y E H, z $ H, xz E E, 
yz 4 E and xy $ E. Trivially, z E A,(B) or z E W- B; if z E A,(B) then zxty is 
a badly coloured P4 whenever t E B; if z E W - B then (6) guarantees that 
zxty is a badly coloured P4 whenever t E A 1(B). 
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Case 8.3. Every vertex in A,(B) is adjacent to every vertex in A,(B), 
and A*(B) is a clique. 
Stop: we claim that N(u)~N(w)u{w} whenever UEA,(B) and 
w  E A,(B). To justify this claim, assume the contrary. Now there is a vertex 
u in N(U) such that u$ N(w) u {w}. By (6), we must have UE A,(B); but 
then uvwz is a badly coloured P4 whenever z E B - N(u). 1 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let G be a graph with an alignment Qi , Q2 ,..., Qk 
that does not extend into a full alignment. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that the alignment Qi, Q2,..., Qk is maximal. 
We shall define certain sets C1, C2 ,..., Ck and S1, S2 ,..., Sk such that 
CinSi= 0 and CiVSi=Ql vQ~v.,.vQ~ 
for all i. To begin, enumerate the vertices of Qi as x1, x2, x3, x4 in such a 
way that x1x2, ~2x3, X,X~EE (and x1x3, x1x4, ~2x44 E); then set 
Ci = {x2, x3} and S1 = {xi, x4 }. Next, when Ci and Si have been defined 
for some i smaller then k, let x be the vertex in Qi+ 1 that does not belong 
to CiUSi. If ICinQi+,I is odd then set Ci+l=CiU{x), Si+1=Si. If 
ICinQi+iI is even then set Ci+l=Ci, Si+l=Siu{x}. 
Next, write C= Ck, S= Sk, A = Cu S and set 
UEB(J if u#A and uu$ E, uwq!E whenever UEC,, WEST, 
UEB, if u$A and WEE, uw$E whenever MC,, WE&, 
UEB~ if u#A and WEE, uwEE whenever UEC~, WE&. 
It is easy to see that each vertex u outside A belongs to one of the sets 
B,, B,, B,: otherwise u along with some three vertices in Q, would induce 
a P4, contradicting maximality of the alignment. 
We claim that 
uv#E and uw$E whenever UEB,, WC, WES, 
WEE and uw$E whenever UEB~, MC, WES, 
WEE and UWEE whenever UEB~, VEC, WES. 
This claim is easy to justify: if it failed, then some vertex u outside A would 
have an odd number of neighbours in some Qi. But then u along with some 
three vertices in Qi would induce a P,, contradicting maximality of the 
alignment. 
Finally, let us distinguish among four cases. 
Case 1. B, = 0. In this case, A is a homogeneous set. 
Case 2. B, # 0 and some two vertices in S are adjacent. In this case, 
the subgraph of G induced by S has a component H with at least two ver- 
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tices; we claim that H is a homogeneous set. Assuming the contrary, we 
find vertices X, y, z such that X, y E H, z 4 H and xz E E, yz 4 E; since H is 
connected, we may assume that xy E E. Trivially, z E C. But then x, y, z and 
any vertex in B1 induce a P4, contradicting maximality of the alignment. 
Case 3. B1 # 0 and some two vertices in C are nonadjacent. This case 
reduces to Case 2 when G is replaced by its complement and C 
interchanged with S. 
Case 4. Every two vertices in S are nonadjacent and every two vertices 
in C are adjacent. In this case, N(w) c {u} u N(u) whenever w  E S and 
v E c. 
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